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With the development of nanotechnology, it makes the manufacture of the 
micro/nano-scaled devices possible. When the temperature of a gas system confined 
in a small container is low enough and the mean thermal wavelength of gas particles 
is comparable with the size of the container, several interesting physical phenomena, 
such as anisotropic pressure, directional flow of gases caused by different scales, 
thermosize effects, and the invalidation of the addition rule for extensive quantities, 
etc., which have never been observed in macro-scaled systems, will be found. The 
size effect of a small system will change the properties of conventional 
thermodynamic processes and devices and also gives us an opportunity to design 
some new devices. The investigation of size effect has great significance and may be 
serve as the guidelines for the design and manufacture of realistic micro-/nanoscaled 
quanum devices in the further. On the other hand, finite-time thermodynamics is 
mainly used to analyze the rules of the energy and entropy flows of non-equilibrium 
systems limited by finite time. The emergence and development of finite-time 
thermodynamics make the models of thermodynamic cycles more practical. It has 
been extensively applied to many fields such as national defense, industrial and 
agricultural production, energy technology, chemical engineering, thermal economics, 
etc. Specially, many important achievements have been obtained in the investigation 
of optimizing the performance of thermodynamic cycles, and consequently, 
finite-time thermodynamics has become an important branch of modern 
thermodynamics. 
In the present dissertation, we will carry out some researches of the two 
important fields mentioned above. The main contents are listed as follows. The 
influence of size effect on the throttling expansion process will be investigated. Based 
on the thermosize effect, the novel models of quantum heat engine and refrigerator 
cycles will be established and used to analyze their performance characteristics. With 
the help of the weak dissipation assumption, the optimal performance characteristics 















engine cycle, a class of generalized Carnot heat engine cycles composed of two 
polytropic and two adiabatic processes, and several Carnot-like cycles operating 
between two energy reservoirs with other types, are investigated, respectively. The 
corresponding contents are arranged in chapters 2-7, respectively. 
In chapter 2, by using the pressure and entropy of a system obtained from the 
grand potential of ideal quantum gases confined in a long tube with a fixed transverse 
cross section of area and the fundamental relations of thermodynamics, expression for 
the heat capacity at given longitudinal pressure and area of cross section is derived, 
from which the linear expansion coefficient and the Joule-Thomson coefficient (JTC) 
of the system are obtained. Moreover, the effects of the finite size on the heat capacity, 
expansion coefficient and JTC of the system are discussed in detail. It is found from 
the obtained results that the absolute values of the JTCs of confined ideal quantum 
gases increase with the decrease of the systemic size and temperature. 
In chapter 3, a new model of the heat engines consisting of two thin long tubes 
with the same length but different sizes of cross section, which are filled up with ideal 
quantum gases and operated between two heat reservoirs, is put forward based on the 
thermosize effect. The working fluid of the heat engine cycle goes through four 
processes, which include two isothermal processes and two isobaric processes with 
constant longitudinal pressure. General expressions for the power output and 
efficiency of the cycle are derived, based on the thermodynamic properties of 
confined ideal quantum gases. The influence of the size effect on the power output 
and efficiency is discussed. The differences between the heat engines working with 
the ideal Bose gas and Fermi gas are revealed. The performance of the heat engines 
operating at the weak gas degeneracy and high temperatures is further analyzed.  
In chapter 4, based on the thermosize effect of a confined ideal Bose gas, the 
design concept of a quantum cooler is originally put forward. The cooler consists of 
two long tubes with the same length but different sizes of cross section, which are 
filled up with the ideal Bose gas, and is operated between two heat reservoirs. 
Expressions for the refrigeration rate and coefficient of performance (COP) of the 















discussed. The general performance characteristics of the cooler are revealed.  
In chapter 5, based on the weak dissipation assumption, a cycle model of 
irreversible chemical engines including non-isothermal chemical engines, isothermal 
chemical engines, and other classes of heat engines is established, where finite-rate 
heat and mass transfers are considered. Expressions for the power output and 
efficiency of the cycle system are derived. The power output is optimized for a given 
efficiency of the cycle system and the corresponding characteristic curves are 
represented. The region of the efficiency of the cycle system at the maximum power 
output is determined. The results obtained may be directly used to discuss the optimal 
performance of non-isothermal chemical engines, isothermal chemical engines, and 
heat engines. Furthermore, it is explained that when the different values of two 
dissipation parameters in the model are chosen, these results obtained may be further 
used to derive the optimal performance of several novel thermodynamic cycles such 
as the traditional Carnot engine, quantum heat engines, Brownian heat engines, etc. 
In chapter 6, a general cycle model of two-level quantum Carnot engines is 
proposed by adopting a generic energy spectrum and the superposition effect of 
quantum systems. Expressions for the power output and efficiency of the cycle are 
derived based on weak dissipation assumption. The optimal relation between the 
power output and the efficiency is obtained and the optimally operating region of the 
cycle is determined. Moreover, analytical expression for the efficiency of the cycle at 
the maximum power output is deduced and the lower and upper bounds of the 
efficiency at the maximum power output are given. The results obtained are general 
and can be directly used to discuss the optimal performance characteristics of several 
types of two-level quantum Carnot engines. 
In chapter 7, the weak dissipation assumption is used to investigate the 
performance characteristics of a class of generalized Carnot heat engine cycles which 
are composed of two polytropic processes with constant heat capacity and two 
adiabatic processes. These cycles may include the Carnot cycle, Brayton cycle, Otto 
cycle, Diesel cycle, Atkinson cycle, etc. Furthermore, the weak dissipation assumption 















cycles. Not only some new results can be obtained but also some important 
conclusions in literatures can be conveniently derived. 
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